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Immediately after, Shadow Hounds emerged from the void one after another. It was as if they had been 

lying in ambush here for a long time. When the number of players reached a certain level, they finally 

appeared. 

 

He was here! 

 

It wasn’t just the streamer and the audience in the live streaming room. Many of the Thousand Islands 

players in the stadium seemed to be surrounded by the monsters, but in reality, their faces were filled 

with ecstasy and excitement. 

 

Because this meant that their guess was right. The story of the past…lt really reappeared! 

 

To put it in a more “game” term, it was… They had finally triggered the plot! 

 

“Everyone, go!” “Charge, duck!” “For Witch Sister!” 

 

“Kill them!” 

 

The players had a strong understanding of the situation. Without a doubt, this was the first stage of the 

plot. It was like clearing the monsters before fighting the BOSS before moving on to the next stage. 

 

The players who had been waiting for a long time rushed forward. Although these Shadow Hounds were 

all above Level 10, similar to when they had wiped out the guilds that had occupied the Class Change 

Stone Tablet, this time, the players did not show a one-sided situation. Instead, they were in a heated 

battle with these Shadow Hounds, who were much higher level than them. 

 

This was not only because of the excitement in their hearts, but also because the number of players was 

several times that of the monsters. More importantly, the players had the cooperation of their classes. 

 



Back then, the guilds that dominated the stele were all single-class players, but now… 

 

Shua! 

 

With a flash of his sword, the mutt, who was mixed in the battlefield, began to use the Sword Drawing 

Technique and slashed at the Shadow Hound. At the same time, a magic light flashed from his 

teammate behind him. An Armor Breaking Spell weakened the monster just right. Combined with the 

mutt’s attack, it actually dealt several times more damage than before! 

 

After Shadow Hound felt pain, it wanted to retaliate with a claw attack to stun the big dog. However, 

who knew that there would suddenly be an angry roar from the side. 

 

The effect of the skill, Roar of Challenge, had been triggered, forcibly attracting the Shadow Hound’s 

aggro, forcing it to turn its head and land its claws on a player who had already taken a defensive stance. 

 

With the cooperation of the professionals, in just a few minutes, a level 10 Shadow Hound was 

successfully killed by the big dog. 

 

Similar scenes were happening all over the battlefield. 

 

It was said that laymen watched the show, while professionals watched the show. Most of the players 

who came to the Flame Domain with the mentality of watching the melons were shocked by the combat 

strength of the Thousand Islands players and the popularity of almost all of them being professionals. 

 

The other places were not like the other places. There was a Class Change Stone Stele, and the only 

requirement for players was their level. In other places, players not only needed to find a mentor, but 

they also had to complete a series of Class Change Quests, hand in materials and tools, and pay a large 

Class Change fee. 

 

Therefore, in terms of the number of professionals, the Thousand Islands had more players than the 

Flame Domain! 

 



If one were to look deeper, they would be the professionals. The trio in Charm Bar looked at each other 

and could see the same disbelief in each other’s eyes. 

 

They didn’t really care about the number of professionals. After all, they only lacked some in the early 

stages. Later on, all the players would definitely be professionals. 

 

What really surprised Luo Chen was the cooperation between the Thousand Islands players and their 

excellent combat skills. 

 

Luo Chen calculated in his heart. Even the elite members of the Stellar Tower were only at the average 

level of the players from the Thousand Islands. These elite members of the Stellar Tower would rank 

among the top players of the Flame Domain. 

 

“This is what is often said…Was there a difference between greenhouse flowers and wild flowers?” Big 

Watermelon looked at the live broadcast screen and couldn’t help but shake his head. 

 

They had already experienced the environment of Sakuragi Island through the first half of the 

livestream. It was like heaven and earth compared to the Flame Domain. The Thousand Islands players 

had been living in such harsh conditions every day for the past half a month. Although it was tough, 

there was no doubt that their combat awareness and control far exceeded that of the other players 

from the other four countries. 

 

But of course, in terms of weapon equipment and inventory…Let alone the Flame Domain, even the 

Green Maple players who only knew how to play cards every day could crush the Thousand Islands 

players. 

 

After all, the Thousand Islands players were still wearing the pitiful beginner equipment set that the 

system had given them. At the same time, they could not even find half a bottle of potion on their 

bodies. If they did not learn anything, they could only rely on the professional healers to carry them. 

 

But even so… 

 

He couldn’t rest easy anymore. 

 



He also had to call on the Flame Domain players to hurry up and level up and kill monsters… 

 

Long Road secretly became vigilant. 

 

With the current situation in the Flame Domain and the Thousand Islands, they might really fight when 

they opened up international travel in the future. Originally, Long Man Man thought that they would be 

bullying the Thousand Islands players with their eyes closed, but now he realized that if the two sides 

really fought, it was not certain who would win! 

 

The players of the Flame Field were like rich kids born with a silver spoon in their mouths. They could 

buy excellent weapons and armor everywhere. They had opened countless item stores and had a wide 

variety of items. As a result, the battle process of the players of the Flame Field was often very easy. 

They basically did not need to operate much.. 
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Meanwhile, Thousand Islands was like an orphan without parents. They did not have any extra 

resources, but they worked hard and made their way here step by step. Oh, no, they almost forgot 

about their fox-faced witch. That Thousand Islands player was at most a single-parent family. Their old 

NPC mother raised them little by little. 

 

He had thought that it would be a script of rich brother versus poor boy. 

 

However… 

 

Following that, the following scene appeared. 

 

What he had never imagined was that the players from Thousand Islands, whom he thought were ” poor 

kids “, were not actually supported by some poor mother who lived frugally. 

 

Instead… 



 

It was… 

 

Was it the mother of a f * cking domineering CEO?? 

 

“Whoosh…” There’s still no second stage?” 

 

“It should be soon. Look, the number of Shadow Hounds around us is decreasing! 

 

“Brothers, work harder! 

 

The little wolf cub watched the battle from afar. Not only did the Thousand Islands players ‘combat 

strength exceed the imagination of the players from the four countries, but even the little wolf cub, who 

was one of the instigators behind the scenes, was a little surprised. 

 

He did not plan for any plot phase at all. He only wanted Vivian to climb up 

 

after the players were beaten up by the Shadow Hound. 

 

However, who would have thought that not only did the players survive, but they also successfully 

eliminated the Shadow Hound! 

 

In that case, he could only…l let you appear in advance. 

 

The little wolf cub jumped to the ground. The Shadow Beast King behind him finally could not suppress 

the instinctive urge brought by the curse. Its figure flashed, and when it appeared again… 

 

His huge body, which was four to five times larger than an ordinary Shadow Hound, appeared in the 

center of the battlefield with a thick purple mist. 

 



“Yes… It’s that BOSS from back then!” 

 

It’s phase two, phase two!” 

 

“What do we say now? Was he trying to weaken its HP to a certain extent, or something else?” 

 

“Are there three more stages?” 

 

At first, the players thought that there would be three stages, where they would focus their fire on the 

Shadow Beast King. However, the players soon realized that they were wrong. In the face of an absolute 

level gap, no matter how many of them there were, no matter how well they cooperated, it was useless. 

 

At this stage, the Shadow Beast King, which had reached level 25, was not a fatal BOSS that players 

could touch. They could not even break through the BOSS ‘defense. The big dog’s most proud Sword 

Draw slashed at the Beast King, but it only received a very mocking single-digit damage. 

 

“Umbrella… 

 

“Shh! Don’t say anything, the crucial plot was coming! ” 

 

Sunny Day Umbrella Without Knife interrupted his assistant and looked around nervously and 

expectantly. Many other Thousand Islands players did the same. Everyone had the same premonition. 

 

Fox-faced Witch.. 

 

It was about to appear! 

 

On the other side. 

 

Whoosh! 



 

“Xinyan, are you ready?” 

 

On a high slope where she could overlook the battle, Vivian’s mood was a little… Happy. 

 

It was not because of her later appearance, but because she had witnessed the outlanders who had 

been chased by the weakest floating thunder beast and cried to the heavens and earth. Now, they had 

grown to their current state. Vivian was really happy that her efforts had not been in vain. 

 

The outlander had already done very well. Next…Leave it to her! 

 

Just as the little girl put on the fox mask and was about to jump down from the high slope… 

 

All of a sudden. 

 

Vivian was stunned. 

 

Because she saw that in front of her eyes, there was a faint red shadow that looked exactly like her, 

dressed like a fox-faced witch. She did not know when it suddenly appeared, but it also seemed to have 

been waiting for a long time. 

 

Before Vivian could react… 

 

The pale red shadow turned into a stream of light and flew into Vivian’s body. 

 

At this moment. 

 

The game system notification that belonged to ” Vivian ” began to sound crazily in the wolf cub’s mind. 

 

[Ding! [You have temporarily learned the skill [Secret Flowing Fire Blade Technique]] 



 

[Ding! [You have temporarily learned the skill,[Crimson Glow]] [Ding! [You have temporarily learned the 

skill ” Flame Dance [Ding! You are temporarily practicing…] 

 

[Ding! [Due to unknown reasons, you have been temporarily forced into the [Outfit] state, and you have 

obtained a new Outfit-I Flame Witch]] 

 

[Ding! [Due to unknown reasons, you have temporarily obtained a new ” Gift ‘ weapon-” Demon Blade-

Blazing Sakura 
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Weng! 

 

Crimson true flames shot into the sky. At this moment, the layers of purple clouds that represented the 

power of the curse that enveloped Sakuragi Island seemed to retreat. Some of them were even burned 

red by the true flames. 

 

The players were all attracted by the strange phenomenon. They stopped their battle and looked in the 

direction of the source. 

 

What followed was a series of shouts. “Look over there!” 

 

It’s, it’s the fox-faced witch!!” “The cinematic is here! It’s finally a CG animation!” 

 

“Sister Witch, what a grand show!” 

 

Vivian’s body floated into the air involuntarily. The true flame beam that had soared into the sky 

gradually retracted, and the witch’s dress on the little girl changed. 

 



Ritual Equipment ” strength is low, Witch’s clothes are inconvenient to move, cuffs, skirt, all wrapped by 

the shadow of true flame, and so on, a second later, the red warrior armor replaced it. 

 

Of course, it was not the heavy armor type. On the contrary, there were not many red armors, and they 

still retained most of the original witch costume design. 

 

The armor was only on a few of the more critical parts, such as the forearm, elbow… It was tightly 

attached to her skin. While protecting her, she pursued lightness to the greatest extent. The wooden 

clogs on her feet had long disappeared, and a brand new red boot wrapped around her calves. 

 

Other than that, there was another change that could not be ignored. There was a scarlet saber at the 

waist of the witch’s robe. Although it had not been unsheathed, it was already emitting a demonic red 

glow, making people feel cold. 

 

The little sparrow, Xin Yan, had a stunned look on her face as she circled around the young lady who 

looked completely different. 

 

As a forbidden fire monster, she could not do anything to Vivian’s True Flame. The last time this 

happened was when she was attacked by the wolf cubs ‘Dark Flame. 

 

“This… What is this…” As for Vivian, she still could not understand the changes in her body. 

 

Instead, the first thing that reacted to this was the power of the curse that pervaded Sakuragi Island. 

 

Boom! 

 

Whoosh! 

 

Thunder roared and rain poured down. 

 

The true flame that had broken through the dark clouds earlier seemed to have greatly stimulated the 

curse on Sakuragi Island, producing a violent stress reaction. 



 

In the blink of an eye, the dark purple clouds in this area became thicker and thicker. They were so 

dense that they covered the entire sky without leaving any gaps. The dense purple flowed in the sky, so 

thick that it seemed like it was about to drip down. 

 

Shua! Shua! Shua! 

 

Some broke out from the surface, some were transformed by giant rocks, and some were condensed by 

rain. The island’s curse seemed to have its own consciousness, and mutated monsters were created one 

after another. 

 

In just a few breaths of time, they had completely surrounded the Scarlet Armored Witch Maiden in 

mid-air, letting out dangerous roars. 

 

“Not good!” 

 

“We are… Shouldn’t we do something?” 

 

Just as the players were subconsciously sweating for the fox-faced witch, the red figure in the air moved. 

 

To be precise, it was not Vivian’s own consciousness that controlled it, but her body, which moved on its 

own. 

 

Clang! 

 

No matter how chaotic the scene was, the crisp sound of a saber being drawn could still be heard by 

everyone present. 

 

The demon sword was unsheathed, and Vivian’s body fell back to the ground. She spread her legs and 

placed the demon sword on the side of her head with both hands. Her movements were skillful, and it 

did not seem like it was her first time using a tachi. 

 



” The first move of the Flowing Fire Saber Technique…” 

 

[Innocent] 

 

This time, only Vivian could hear his muttering. Or rather, she was talking to herself. 

 

Vivian closed her eyes uncontrollably, but not only did it not make the little girl lose her sense of sight, 

but it also made her enter a state of emptiness. Even the abnormalities that happened to her were 

forgotten by the little girl, and her mind was only focused on the battle. 

 

The harsh environmental noise under the influence of the curse, whether it was thunder or rain, all 

disappeared at this moment. 

 

Following that, the aberrant monsters that surrounded her were surrounded by the power of true 

flames in the dark world after she closed her eyes. One after another, the outline of their crimson 

shadows was outlined. 

 

When Vivian opened her eyes again, the monsters seemed to have been marked. No matter how many 

there were, no matter how dazzling they were, none of them could escape Vivian’s perception. 

 

When the aberrant monsters saw that the little girl had landed, they immediately launched an attack. 

One of the rotten meat worms, which was the leader, opened its sharp, ring-shaped mouth and bit 

Vivian. 

 

At the same time, she muttered to herself. The lips of the little girl under the mask moved slightly. 

 

“The second form…[Sunset Steps]” 

 

Before he could finish his sentence, Vivian stepped back with her red boots. Her movement was so fast 

that it left a faint shadow in the air, easily avoiding the bite of the flesh worm. 

 



If that was the case, it was not a retreat for the sake of advancing. What was truly amazing was the 

scene that followed. Vivian held the demon sword in both hands, and the enchantment pattern 

engraved on it instantly glowed brightly. 

 

At this moment, the flow of time between the two sides seemed to have become different. Vivian was 

sped up several times, while the flesh worm monster seemed to be slowed down several times. 

 

The effect of the two was as if time had stopped in the world of the flesh worm monster. It could only 

watch as Vivian’s demon sword cut its body into two without any resistance.. 
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puchi! 

 

There was no scene of blood and flesh flying because these aberrations were not living creatures at all. 

They were just the mimicry of curses. After being removed by Vivian, they turned into purple mist and 

dissipated into the air. 

 

With the ‘Two-in-a-Flesh’ swordsmanship alone, Vivian was able to easily cleanse the aberrant monsters 

one by one, and the monsters could not even touch the corner of her witch’s dress. 

 

While the players who had already entered a cinematic state were cheering for the cold and elegant 

Scarlet Armored Witch among the monsters, the ground suddenly shook. 

 

Thump! 

 

Thump! Thump! 

 

It turned out to be the previous BOSS, the Shadow Beast King. It seemed to have been possessed by the 

cursed will. After seeing that the small monsters could not do anything to Vivian, it finally came out to 

fight. 



 

Its four thick limbs ran on the ground, which was the source of the earthquake that the players felt. In 

the blink of an eye, the Shadow Beast King closed the distance and began its final sprint. Its giant body 

jumped high and pounced straight at Vivian among the monsters. 

 

From the perspective of the players, the Scarlet Armored Witch seemed to be too focused on the battle 

at hand. She did not notice the sneak attack of the Shadow Beast King and exposed her defenseless back 

to the opponent. What was worse was that the Witch’s Magic Sword was still in Slash mode. She could 

not free herself to defend. 

 

“Be careful, Wu…” Many anxious players exclaimed, but before they could finish, they stopped abruptly. 

 

That was because… 

 

” The third move of the Flowing Fire Saber Technique…” Vivian’s lips moved slightly, and the whisper 

that only she could hear sounded again. 

 

It was only at this moment that the little girl seemed to have realized something. The other party 

seemed to be…Teach her? 

 

Not sure. 

 

But as expected, Vivian’s body moved again. 

 

Facing the Shadow Beast King’s attack from high above, the Scarlet Armored Witch did not turn back. 

She did not even prepare to use the demon blade in her hand. However, her original posture of holding 

the demon blade with both hands changed quietly. She freed her other hand and reached for the waist 

of her witch costume. 

 

Clang! 

 

Another unsheathing sound was heard! 



 

He didn’t know when, but at his waist, which originally only had a scabbard, there was another slightly 

shorter scabbard hidden. 

 

The dagger that had appeared in Vivian’s left hand and borrowed the momentum of a sudden turn to 

not only block but also repel the Shadow Beast King was from this. 

 

‘Backfire’ was a saber technique that was designed to break the reversal in one blow when the enemy 

was at a disadvantage. It also fell into Vivian’s ears at this moment. 

 

However, it would be a big mistake to think that this was all there was to Backfire. 

 

Vivian had no choice but to continue fighting with dual weapons and did not retract her short sword. 

 

The Shadow Beast King’s movement technique was just as its name suggested. It was extremely strange, 

and with the blessing of the curse fog, it could attack from anywhere. Its sharp claws were extremely 

fast, and if one was not careful, they might be torn to pieces. 

 

The two sides seemed to have fallen into a state of anxiety. However, from the looks of it, the Scarlet 

Armored Witch was clearly on the defensive side. She used her saber and sword to defend against the 

Shadow Beast King’s attacks. 

 

However, only the little girl herself knew her true situation. 

 

From an outsider’s point of view, it was a change that only Vivian herself could notice. After she blocked 

the Shadow Beast King’s attack, the red color on her sword and saber became brighter. 

 

Passively or actively allowing oneself to enter an adverse situation, and then taking the opportunity to 

accumulate strength in each attack, paving the way for the “last move” of the Flowing Fire Saber 

Technique, was the true meaning of “Backfire”. 

 

Finally. 



 

When the red accumulated on her blade and sword finally reached a critical point, it would explode and 

spill out if she did not release it, and she would hurt herself instead. Vivian seemed to have practiced it 

thousands of times and easily seized the moment. 

 

Thus, the last move of the Flowing Fire Saber Technique… 

 

“Gale” 

 

The Scarlet Armored Witch changed her attack, leaping up and slashing. Thick fire elements poured out 

from her saber and sword. The saber light and sword shadow were exactly like the name of this move, 

fierce as fire and fast as wind. 

 

In the previous few moves, the players could at least capture the movements of the Red-armored Witch, 

but in the last move, no matter how hard the players tried, they could not see Vivian’s sword at all. 

 

All the players could see was the afterimage of the sword and sword in the air under the effect of the 

violent fire element explosion. The Shadow Beast King and Vivian were obviously two different sizes, but 

the Boss was sent flying. 

 

Alright… So strong… 

 

Under the great contrast, other than being dumbfounded, the players did not make any unnecessary 

movements. 

 

On the other side. 

 

It was like a last gasp or a life-and-death struggle. 

 

After getting up, the Shadow Beast King began to roar towards the sky. Following that, a scene that 

caused one’s sanity value to drop crazily began to appear. The mutated monsters that were originally 

there began to charge towards the Shadow Beast King like crazy under the roar of the Shadow Beast 

King. 



 

They did not collide with the Shadow Beast King. Instead, under the power of the curse, they fused with 

the Shadow Beast King. During this period, the Shadow Beast King let out a sorrowful whimper. Even if it 

lost its mind, it still felt pain instinctively. This was equivalent to completely modifying its body.. 
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But pain was pain, but the change was still obvious. The two burning marks on the wolf’s face were from 

the ” Gale ” attack, and now they were completely repaired at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

 

Following that, one after another, lumps of flesh began to bulge and expand from its body. The parts 

that shouldn’t belong to its limbs began to grow out of the lumps crazily. 

 

After absorbing enough mutated monsters, the Shadow Beast King was no longer what it used to be. 

 

It had the limbs of a vicious dog, but its mouthpart was in the shape of a worm. On its back, there were 

slimy tentacles. 

 

Not only did its appearance change, but its overall aura was also increasing at an astonishing speed. On 

the players ‘interface, even the BOSS’s name had changed to [Curse Collection]. Its level had also 

doubled from its original level of 25. It had reached a terrifying level 50 that the players did not even 

dare to imagine!! 

 

The monster that had turned into a mountain of flesh was now aiming its bloodthirsty and vicious eyes 

at its only target, the Scarlet Armored Witch. 

 

And facing this cursed collective… 

 

The sigh seemed to come from the Scarlet Armored Witch, but it also seemed to come from somewhere 

even further away. 

 



But there was no doubt. 

 

The next request was definitely not from Vivian. 

 

“Little fellow…” 

 

“Can I borrow your power for a while?” 

 

Vivian knew that the owner of the voice behind her was probably the real shadow of the red-armored 

witch that had just merged into her body. It was also the other party who had been assisting her body 

and performing one move after another. 

 

The current situation was urgent. The ‘little fellow’ that the other party was referring to was Xin Yan. 

Meanwhile, Little Sparrow was at a loss and could not tell who was who. 

 

After a moment of hesitation, Vivian nodded in agreement, and her body moved again. 

 

A portion of the forbidden power in Xin Yan’s body was extracted and poured into the demon blade in 

her hand. The demon blade that seemed to be nothing more than that during the previous battle was 

like a greedy beast that was finally satisfied after absorbing Xin Yan’s power. It was about to bare its 

fangs. “Forbidden Profundity…[lnstant Shadow. Hellfire Calamity Formation ” 

 

With the last word, Vivian merged with the demon sword in her hand at an extremely fast speed. She 

turned into a red sword shadow and passed through the body of the curse-fused monster. 

 

The process of watching it once seemed too fast. Not only the players, but even the curse fusion body 

did not react in time. But should he say that he was unlucky or lucky? 

 

This process was not just once, but nine times! 

 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

 



Because it was too fast, it was as if there were nine Scarlet Armored Magi in the players ‘field of vision. 

 

When she passed through the curse fusion body for the ninth time, all the saber light phantoms 

disappeared, and the Scarlet Armored Witch returned to her original position. 

 

However, this time, she had her back to the monster and did not even bother to look at it. 

 

Because she knew that there was no need to. 

 

The Scarlet Armored Witch slightly raised her head. 

 

He murmured. 

 

“The path to the Yellow Springs has been opened for you. 

 

Rest in peace.” 

 

Clang! 

 

Accompanying his words was the sound of the saber being sheathed. 

 

At some point, the scabbard that was originally on her waist appeared in Vivian’s hand. She held it 

horizontally in front of her chest and retracted the scarlet demon sword. Or was it a seal? 

 

No matter how strong its self-healing ability was, the sword shadow array was like a meat grinder, 

mercilessly destroying every part of its body. 

 

In the end… 

 

Boom! 



 

The Level-50 Cursed Assembly did not even have the chance to resist before it fell to the ground. All the 

mutated monsters formed by the curse were burned to ashes by the Hellfire and dissipated into the air.. 
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“Ding! You have successfully killed the BOSS” Curse Fusion Obtained 153900 experience points.” 

 

[Ding, you have reached Level 42] 

 

[Ding, you have been forcefully removed from the [Outfit] status, and you have lost the 

 

[Ding! You have lost your weapon-” Demon Blade-Bloodstained Sakura 

 

[Ding, your proficiency of [Secret Flaming Blade Technique] has decreased to 

 

Level 1.] 

 

[Ding…] 

 

A series of system notifications from Vivian sounded in the wolf cub’s mind. To be honest, this scenario 

was completely beyond Liao Zixuan’s expectations. 

 

First of all, after the little girl’s ” True Flame Witch ” costume was removed, the curse power on Sakuragi 

Island seemed to have lost its target and returned to its original appearance. It was no longer violent. 

 

The thick purple curtain in the sky gradually faded, and the rumbling thunder in his ears was no longer 

so dense. The torrential rain became smaller and smaller until it finally stopped completely. 

 



The wolf cub heaved a sigh of relief. Otherwise, if another Level 50 fusion monster appeared, it would 

be troublesome. 

 

He quickly checked Vivian’s condition and found nothing unusual. Instead, he was pleasantly surprised. 

 

The first thing that surprised the little wolf cub the most was that the experience points from the level 

50 monster fusion really fell on the little girl, allowing her to level up two times in a row and reach level 

42. 

 

Secondly, although the ” gift ” and the ” demon sword ” had disappeared, the skills that the system had 

mentioned as ” temporary ” had been retained and appeared in Vivian’s skill bar! 

 

Although it was a pity, all the skill proficiency had been reset and returned to the initial state of Level 1. 

 

However, the wolf cubs knew that they could not be greedy. 

 

Judging from the demonstration of the ” Red Armor Witch ” using the little girl’S body, no matter which 

of these skills were used, they would definitely be fought over crazily. In Gui Li’s words, they were all 

first-class peerless martial arts! 

 

To be able to learn all of them was already a huge profit! 

 

The little wolf cub couldn’t help but sigh. That mysterious fighting lady was really a good person! 

 

Yes, if Liao Zixuan still couldn’t tell that his little girl had hired a substitute fighter, then he, this little wolf 

cub, could be killed in one go. 

 

However , even though he wanted to run to Vivian and ask her what had happened, the wolf cub had no 

choice but to endure. Because someone else was even more anxious than him! 

 

After a short delay, I’ve been executed 

 



In the live broadcast room in front of Long Road’s screen, the bullet comments exploded. 

 

Even though he had set the highest level of the bullet screen, it still could not block the dense comments 

from the excited audience in the live broadcast room. 

 

[holy shittttt! Oh my god! [Oh my god!] 

 

[What the hell? Killing a Level 50 Boss in one move?? ? ? 

 

[Witch Sister!] 

 

[What happened? What happened?] 

 

[I’ll give Uncle Yi a f * cking cent for this CG animation! No one would object to 

 

it being the most handsome cinematic so far, right?) 

 

[Fox Witch, I want to give birth to monkeys for you!!!) 

 

[Sob… Why wasn’t I present? I could only watch the live broadcast. I’m furious! 

 

Furious! [Anger!] 

 

The long road is long. 

 

He couldn’t help but want to follow up with a bullet comment saying ” He’S indeed handsome but after 

hesitating for a moment, he finally deleted those words. 

 

It could only be said that this was his last bit of stubbornness. 



 

Luo Chen and A Big Watermelon were the same. After the battle with the Fox-faced Witch, the three of 

them fell silent. 

 

This was also how most of the viewers from the Flame Domain looked in the live streaming room. 

 

They had originally been waiting to see if the mysterious NPC, the fox-faced witch, who the Thousand 

Islands players had been bragging about for a long time, was really a good person. However, after this 

battle, they realized a terrifying fact. 

 

The Thousand Islands players were not exaggerating. Instead…Too conservative. 

 

This was no longer a question of whether he was a bull or a horse. It was a 

 

question of whether he was a dragon or a phoenix. A gorgeous entrance, cool moves, and a shocking 

instant kill at the end. 

 

With this set of combination punches, everyone had to admit that in the past half a month since the 

open beta, no NPC from any country could reach the height of the Fox-faced Witch. 

 

“You guys…Don’t you feel a sense of familiarity?” Out of the three of them, it was the first to sigh and 

speak. 

 

The remaining big watermelon instantly nodded in understanding. As for the long road ahead, he 

stubbornly refused to admit it. However, he knew very well what Luo Chen meant by ” familiar ‘ 

 

The same battle. 

 

Similarly, he stood out among the many NPCs and showed a crushing posture. 

 

And the same… 



 

[Help! I suddenly regret choosing the Flame Domain to start the game.) [Does anyone know where to 

buy a ticket to Thousand Islands?) 

 

C++! Back then, when I saw how miserable Thousand Islands was on the forum, I rejected the Southern 

Cross fleet’s long-distance mission. Now, I feel like a clown!) 

 

[Is there a second batch of the Southern Cross fleet? I don’t want to stay in 

 

Guili anymore. I want to go to Thousand Islands too!) 

 

[Live as a Thousand-island Cultivator, die as a Witch Soul!) 

 

Similarly, he had single-handedly relied on the NPC’s personal charm to raise the impression and 

popularity of the player community in his home country. 

 

The public beta players might not have experienced it before, but the old players in the closed beta 

were all too familiar with it.. 
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This was because during the closed beta, there was such a very similar NPC. That was the terrifying little 

girl who had once dominated the entire closed beta plot, flooded almost the entire forum, and had a 

very high level of discussion. Under her subsequent influence, the ” Flame Domain ” where she was 

located became the default ” novice village ” in the server…Or rather, the Witch. 

 

Vivian. 

 

This was also why Luo Chen had blurted out a sense of familiarity. 

 



Although the current fox-faced witch was not as exaggerated as Vivian in the closed beta, everyone 

knew that it was only a matter of time after she showed off her skills this time. 

 

After all, based on the current information, the fox-faced witch definitely did not disappear after 

showing off. Such a high-quality NPC must have something following her, and the ups and downs of the 

plot were waiting for the players. 

 

This meant that if nothing unexpected happened, the fox-faced witch would likely surpass or even 

replace Vivian’s position as the plot unfolded. After all, the number of players in the open beta was not 

on the same level as the closed beta. 

 

As for Vivian’s story, the public beta players would at most pass it on by word of mouth, but the fox-

faced witch, the public beta players, especially the players of Thousand Islands, had experienced it 

personally! 

 

No! 

 

This can’t go on! 

 

No matter if it was Long Road, Luo Chen, or Big Watermelon, they were no longer as relaxed as when 

they first started watching the live broadcast. On the contrary, they were all frowning and were alarmed 

by the Thousand Islands. 

 

After all, the three of them were the leaders of the Flame Domain’s players. They naturally thought 

further than ordinary players, and their interests were bound to the Flame Domain. 

 

Currently, the conflict between the Thousand Islands and the Flame Domain was very difficult to 

resolve. 

 

Even if there was no conflict, their Flame Domain was publicly recognized as the number one boss in the 

server. However, now, their neighbor, who was usually at the bottom and looked down on, suddenly 

turned around and wanted to compete with them for the boss position. How could they tolerate that? 

 



so… 

 

Their Flame Domain had to hurry up and take out their own super popular NPC! 

 

It was not the kind that could only become popular in the Fire Domain. At the very least, it had to be an 

NPC like the fox-faced witch who relied on CG animation to fight or plot to become a hot topic outside 

the circle! 

 

Never underestimate the power of an NPC. 

 

After all, there were new players entering Fallen God’s trap at all times. These were supposed to be the 

new blood that the Flame Domain had absorbed. It was very likely that after learning about the Fox-

faced Witch through various channels, they had immediately transferred to the Thousand Islands to be 

born. 

 

In the early stages of the game, when the players had yet to have the ability to travel across countries, 

this would gradually shorten the gap in power between the Flame Domain and the Thousand Islands. 

 

To put it more realistically, at their level, Big Watermelon was still fine as he was considered an 

unspecialized player. On the other hand, Long Road and Dust Fall had both started their own guilds. It 

could be said that they had already taken the game as their own career. 

 

The number of players in the Flame Field was equivalent to the size of the market. The countless 

industrial chains involved…Playing with them, sparring with them, trading items, selling products, and 

participating in professional competitions…There were too many benefits. 

 

In the end, the Thousand Islands had to take a piece of the cake. Of course, they were not happy. 

 

Therefore, it was still the same sentence. 

 

He had to use NPCs to fight against NPCs! 

 



It wasn’t like Flame Domain didn’t have NPCs with such potential. 

 

So… 

 

Vivian, oh Vivian! 

 

Our Lady Demoness, Miss Demoness, where did you run off to! 

 

“Hey, don’t look, go, go, go, go!” Long Walk turned off the live broadcast and walked out of the tavern. 

 

It was a classic old saying. 

 

It was worse to see others make money than to lose money. 

 

If he had the time, he might as well send a few video studios under his banner to create more second 

creations about Vivian to maintain the popularity of his willful NPC. 

 

At the same time, in another bar in Fire Code City. 

 

“Aiya, kid, I thought you were quite smart and had a bright future. I didn’t expect you to work under 

Lady Liz so soon. 

 

“It’s all thanks to my previous work experience with Lord Teddy…Let me toast you again!” 

 

Bi Weirong smiled as she continued to pour more wine for Teddy , while she quietly turned off the live 

broadcast on Sakuragi Island. 

 

As a staunch supporter of Vivian like Long Road Man, Bi Wei Rong also felt the crisis. 

 



She had originally planned to take things one step at a time, but after today’s live broadcast, Bi Weirong 

decided that she couldn’t wait any longer. She had to take a gamble. 

 

Previously, she had used her Detective profession to come into contact with Baron Teddy in the open 

beta and learned about the hidden plot of Xu’s closed beta. However, just as she wanted to continue 

investigating, Teddy stopped her 

 

Fortunately… 

 

Bi Weirong glanced at her mission panel. It was a very eye-catching mission with an SS mark at the top. 

 

[Novice and veteran] 

 

During this closed beta period, after being rejected by Teddy, there was a bright future and a new super 

hidden mission was triggered. Bi Wei Rong did not expect that she would be brought here after the 

open beta! 

 

Under the guidance of this mission, Bi Weirong had not done anything in the past half a month since the 

open beta. She had only focused on her investigation, which had allowed her to understand the closed 

beta plot more and more thoroughly. 

 

However, the deeper the investigation went, the more surprised Bi Weirong became. This was because 

all the clues would eventually be linked to a certain character. 

 

This character was not Vivian, who was well-known in the closed beta. 

 

On the other hand, it was another NPC that only appeared briefly in the players ‘eyes. 

 

White! 

 

The only time the players had seen this mysterious NPC was in the story of ” 

 



Brave Climbing Fire God Tower.” 

 

Back then, when the Fallen Abyss army was at the city gates and everyone was at a loss for what to do, 

it was this mysterious NPC who appeared and guided Harvey and Chris to lead the players to the top of 

the Fire God Tower. They woke up Archbishop Maggie, whose mind had been corroded by the Fallen 

Abyss, and stopped the Fallen Abyss Teleportation Gate. 

 

However, after that, this mysterious NPC disappeared and never appeared again. Many players had long 

forgotten about this character, and Bi Wei Rong was one of them. 

 

However, after the public beta, Bi Wei Rong’s investigation revealed that whether it was the treasure 

thieves ‘big change of blood, Baron Teddy’s explosion, or even the current hot topic of the Flame 

Domain, Countess Liz, or the mysterious person named ” Shirley,” there was a shadow of ” Bai ” behind 

them! 

 

As the saying went, there was no trace of him in the martial arts world, but it was all his legends. 

 

Bi Wei Rong spent the entire night combing through the character relationship map. She was shocked to 

find that almost all the famous NPCs in the Flame Domain could not escape the relationship with this 

“White”. Even…Even her Vivian was the same! 

 

Following this clue, when she cleverly impersonated herself and claimed that she was also a subordinate 

of ” White,” she immediately gained the favorable impression of many NPCs. 

 

This was also why she could easily become a member of the Countess ‘camp, which countless players 

wanted to join. 

 

It was also why Baron Teddy, who had previously rejected her, could now drink and chat with her like a 

colleague. 

 

Phew… 

 



Taking a deep breath, although Bi Wei Rong was also very interested in ” White her main goal at the 

moment was to figure out Vivian’s movements. 

 

Therefore… 

 

“Speaking of which, Lord Teddy, you said that Lord Bai and Commander Harvey have a good 

relationship. You even lent Lord Bai your precious necklace…l was lucky enough to see that necklace a 

few times. It was really beautiful. ” 

 

“So… Do you know what that necklace is Weirong was slightly nervous as she sneaked into her hands 

under the table. 

 

After entering the Countess’s camp, Bi Wei Rong received a very vague information that Vivian’s 

whereabouts were related to a necklace. 

 

She immediately thought of Harvey, so she came over to try to find a breakthrough. 

 

The name of the necklace necklace? The drunk Teddy shook his head and thought for a while. 

 

“It seems to be called something…Water God’s Chains? I don’t remember too clearly either. Only you 

girls like these fancy things. We don’t pay attention to them. Burp…” 

 

Bi Wei Rong Rong did not pay much attention to the girl mentioned by Teddy. No matter how the 

players disguised themselves, these NPCs could accurately determine their gender. 

 

Her focus was on the name of the necklace that she had gotten from Teddy. 

 

Bi Wei Rong Rong’s pupils instantly contracted. 

 

Water God’s Chains… 

 



Water God…Chain? 

 

An absurd possibility appeared in Bi Wei Rong Rong’s mind. 

 

No, it can’t be! 
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Huala Huala 

 

The calm sea surface suddenly had a sudden rise and fall, and the rolling waves approached from afar. 

 

On the route from Gui Li to the Thousand Islands, a small fleet of about five or six ships was sailing on 

the sea. 

 

One of them was the largest sailboat at the head of the fleet. 

 

A few seagulls were resting on the mast, but unexpectedly, they suddenly heard a strange monkey cry 

from below, which immediately scared the seagulls and they ran away in fright. 

 

“Wuhu! Take off! Brothers, we’re going to be rich! Hahahaha!” 

 

“I just saw a bullet comment from another brother of mine in the live-stream. I’m dying of laughter. 

Back then, I was kind enough to pull him onto Big Sis’s boat, but when he heard that we were going to 

Thousand Islands, he immediately stood me up. Now, he’s sending me a crazy number of private 

messages, asking if we can turn around and come back to pick him up.” 

 

“Eh? Me too, me too. After the fox-faced witch’s cinematic was released, it felt like even we were 

adults! 

 



“This wave, this wave, we are in the atmosphere! 

 

“OHHHH!” 

 

It wasn’t the cries of monkeys, but the Guili players on the Northern Cross fleet. Due to the 

characteristics of the players, no matter where they were, they would be the first to know about any 

major events that happened in this world. 

 

As the first NPC with CG animation in the server, the players of Gui Li were filled with anticipation. They 

wished that they could reach the Thousand Islands in the next second. 

 

“Hey! All of you, be quiet!” Suddenly, the cabin door was opened. A young girl in a sailor’s uniform was 

looking at the players who had fallen ill with a displeased expression. 

 

As for the reason why he was unhappy, it was very simple. 

 

These foreigners always looked at her with a gaze that could not be understood, but they said strange 

things that made her feel angry. 

 

For example, things like ” The officials really know too much ” or ” They know that we have nothing to 

do at sea, so they specially sent us welfare characters. I’m really crying to death!”” What ‘sailor suit 

Saigo!’.. 

 

“Alright, alright, Molly. It’s good for young people to be energetic. I think they’re quite good like this. 

They’re very energetic! Haha!” 

 

Behind the sailor girl named ” Jasmine “, another tall, one-eyed woman appeared. The players who had 

originally planned to tease Jasmine became much more obedient after seeing this woman. 

 

“Hello, Big Sister!” The players greeted him in unison. 

 

Nan waved her hand and leaned against the door, asking the players casually, ” 



 

“What’s wrong? From the looks of it, it seems like something good has happened?” 

 

“This…’ 

 

The few Guili players looked at each other, not knowing how to explain this to their boss. 

 

One of them, whose ID was called “Yu Gege”, was smarter. He stood up and said, 

 

“It’s like this, Big Sister. We’re about to reach the Thousand Islands, so I told them a few legends about 

the Thousand Islands. These people were a little too excited as they listened. 

 

“Oh? I didn’t expect you to be a storyteller? What kind of legend is it? Tell me about it. “Nan raised an 

eyebrow and revealed a curious expression. 

 

“Alright, Big Sister, the legend…” 

 

Just like that, under the banner of storytelling, Fish Pigeon secretly tested the words ” Sakuragi Island ” 

and ” Fox-faced Witch ” to Big Sister. 

 

If the purpose of their trip was really related to this, the big sister would definitely have a reaction after 

hearing the keywords. 

 

The other Gui Li players on the ship also instantly understood, their faces filled with anticipation. 

 

Unfortunately, Nan only gave a few comments about Sakuragi Island after listening. 

 

“Sakuragi Island…l’ve been to this place when I was young, but how should I put it…lt can be said to be 

one of the most dangerous islands I’ve ever seen. ” 

 



” As for the fox-masked witch in your story…” 

 

“I’m sorry, I really don’t know. “Nan thought for a while and shook her head at the players who were 

hoping to get more information. 

 

What? 

 

How could this be… 

 

Could it be that the fox-faced witch had only appeared recently? 

 

The players were guessing in private, and Fish Pigeon finally couldn’t hold it in anymore and continued 

to ask,” 

 

“Big sis, speaking of which, what are we going to the Thousand Islands for this time?’, 

 

“This… 

 

Nan hesitated for a moment. Although Zhao Yu ‘er had reminded her not to trust strangers too much, in 

Nan’s heart, anyone who went out to sea together was considered a brother. 

 

“We’re going to the Thousand Islands to look for my good friend’s father and do some business. We’ll 

probably only stay for a few days. We’ll return as soon as we find him.” 

 

“As for Sakura Island’s…” 

 

“Sister Nan!” Looking at the one-eyed woman beside him, who seemed to have been intrigued by the 

story of the stranger just now, Molly, who was the assistant beside him, could not help but remind her. 

 

[Sigh, alright, I also know my priorities…] So as you can see, I’m sorry, but our plan this time doesn’t 

include Sakuragi Island. ” Nan shrugged helplessly. 



 

“Ah…” The players wailed after hearing this. 

 

“Sister Nan, the wind mound over here…” From outside the cabin came the cries of the sailors on the 

other ships for help. 

 

The one-eyed woman patted the players on the shoulder and comforted them that she would definitely 

go out to sea again if there was a chance next time. After bringing the players to explore Sakuragi Island, 

she left the cabin. 

 

“Looks like our mission is not connected to the main storyline of the Thousand Islands…” After Big Sister 

left, Yu Gege sighed. Although she was a little disappointed, she had gained something. 

 

Basically, everyone had tacitly agreed that the fox-faced witch of Sakuragi Island was the main storyline 

of the Thousand Islands.. 
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After adjusting their mood, the players on the ship quickly began to guess who the friend Big Sister was 

talking about was. 

 

After all, in this special period, they could still hire a fleet and travel so far across the country just to pick 

up a father? 

 

This was too big a scene. 

 

No matter what. 

 

Yu Gege opened the forum and prepared to update the latest mission information on her own post… 

 



Speaking of which, this post had gained quite a number of favorites recently. Even the famous ” Most 

Handsome Little Wolf ” on the forum had his post as a favorite. This gave him a great motivation to 

update. 

 

Green Maple. 

 

Fire Inn. 

 

It was different from other countries. 

 

Green Maple was the most well-known. The chain stores were full of fire taverns in various cities. Their 

main focus was not on alcohol, nor was it on the edge. After all, if these were compared to the other 

one, they were all low-class. 

 

Cards! 

 

That’s right, this could be said to be Green Maple’s largest travel record card camp! It was a gathering of 

the best card players from all over Maple to compete and spar in the tavern! 

 

Ever since the open beta testing began, with the influx of large numbers of players, the Fire Tavern’s 

liveliness had reached its peak. 

 

At first, the local aborigines didn’t care about these outlanders. However, later on, when the outlanders 

used their poor cards to accumulate, they could all fantasize and form all kinds of flashy sets of cards. 

 

In just half a month, not only did the foreign players get used to it quickly, but they also fought back and 

forth with them. The local players of Green Maple finally recognized the players and started to get 

serious. 

 

The Furnace Tavern, which was already full, was now even more full day and night. 

 

Ring, ring, ring… 



 

He pushed open the wooden door of the tavern. 

 

“Come in and find a girl to sit with! “Every time they entered, the Green Maple players could hear the 

friendly greetings from the tavern owner. 

 

Speaking of Lady Tavern Owner, the rapid rise of the Green Maple players in the ” Ji Xing Card World ” 

was definitely related to this NPC. 

 

She was one of the few NPC who could open a card shop for players. Not only was there a large number 

of them, but there was also a lot of rare and precious travel tablets from other countries. 

 

However, recently, the Green Maple players had started to love and hate this Lady Boss. 

 

It was unknown who was the smart one, but it seemed to have taught the lady boss a mechanism called 

‘card draw’ on their home planet, Blue Planet. 

 

As a result, the Lady Boss changed from selling cards with a fixed price to selling card packs with a fixed 

price. Each pack had five cards, and the quality of the cards was completely random. 

 

Although the efficiency of the players obtaining ordinary cards had greatly increased, the difficulty of 

obtaining a special card had increased countless times. 

 

And more and more uncomfortable, all the players find that they can’t control themselves, hand, but 

they can save enough, one pack, money, after, immediately, gambling dogs, upper body, can’t help but 

buy one pack cards, at one moment, climax, after, after, endless emptiness, regret, this and so on, 

ceaselessly. 

 

From the Lady Boss’s increasingly flirtatious smile and friendly attitude towards the players, he knew 

that he had earned a lot. 

 

But of course. 



 

The few Green Maple players who entered the door this time did not go straight to the Lady Boss to buy 

cards. Their gazes fell on a tavern surrounded by many spectators. Two people were sparring with each 

other. 

 

One of them was a slightly famous oil player in Green Maple. His ID was My Soul, and he was 

affectionately addressed by the players as Teacher Soul, Soul 

 

Treasure. 

 

The player opposite her was also an acquaintance of the players. 

 

A dark green cloak and hat, a small and exquisite harp placed by the table, and long legs wrapped in 

white stockings…Cough, in short, he was dressed like a standard bard. The Green Maple players were no 

strangers to him, and some of them even gnashed their teeth. 

 

“Come on, Hun ‘er!” 

 

“Teacher Soul, let these NPCs understand what it means to be a pay-to-win player! 

 

“Although… I think this one is going to be a goner.” 

 

“Indeed, that stinky bard has already filled the entire arena. What exactly is Teacher Soul doing! ” 

 

On the mini mahjong table, the bards ‘side was filled with monsters. Although they did not look very 

strong, with an average of three attacks and three health, they had the advantage in numbers. In one 

round, they were enough to take down the players on the other side. 

 

Just as the audience was sweating for Teacher Hun, unexpectedly, Teacher Hun suddenly smiled, 

because he had actually been waiting for this moment. 

 



Teacher Soul took a glance. The bard had chosen to go all out and bet all his cards because he was 

anxious to put pressure on the stage. Now that he had no cards left in his hand, he decisively put up the 

family heirloom card that he had endured for a long time and spent a sky-high price to obtain. 

 

“My turn!” 

 

“Summon! Legendary-level card-[Vivian of Fire Code City]!” 

 

The golden glow effect of the Legendary Card blinded the surrounding audience. Even the other card 

players in the Fire Tavern were alarmed. 

 

A legendary card was extremely rare. If it was the latest legendary card, it would be worth thousands of 

gold. Once it was used, it would attract the envy and desire of others. 

 

[Fire Code City’s Vivian] 

 

This was the latest Legendary Card released by the association to commemorate the battle between Fire 

Code City and Fallen Abyss. It was undoubtedly one of them.. 
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A virtual avatar in cotton clothes appeared from the card and floated in the air. If one looked closely, 

they would find that it was exactly the same as Vivian who was floating in the air of Fire Code City. 

 

“May the beauty of the world meet you.” 

 

The Virtual Minion opened its mouth and spoke in a light voice. This was something that only cards 

above epic-level could do. The appearance of the Virtual Minion came with its own lines and sound 

effects. 

 

Immediately after , the card’s effect was activated. First, he released Battle Roar, Arcane Bullet Screen. 



 

The virtual avatar raised its arm and countless Mathematical Olympiad Missiles flew out, dealing 3 

points of damage to all enemy followers. This was not the end. 

 

A black wolf with 5 HP and 5 ATK appeared beside the Virtual Minion. This was the second card effect, 

Summon Little Black! 

 

In the end, he could only say that it was indeed a legendary card. It even had a halo effect that gave all 

his characters +1/+1 attributes. 

 

“F * ck„F * ck!” 

 

” Is this a f * cking legendary card? Encore? This is too abnormal!” 

 

“No wonder Teacher Hun was so calm. So he had such a killer move.” 

 

“I remember that this card is only available in the latest expansion pack, First Appearance of Fallen 

Abyss, right? The soul treasure was too powerful. How many bags did he have to buy to get it!” 

 

“Oil guy is awesome! Let this stinking singer bleed a lot! 

 

The spectating gamers were all excited , because this might be the first time the gamers won a game 

against the bard! 

 

That’s right, up until now, the records of the players on the forum in the Green Maple section had been 

shamed by this bard. 

 

Looking at the bard’s expression, he seemed a little helpless. 

 

He only had the chance to draw one card. To solve a BlackWolf that had already become 6/6 in size 

under the enhancement of the halo, it was a little 



 

One card, do you think you can kill me with one card? 

 

Just as the party involved was also very excited, he saw the bard finally touch his next card. 

 

And then„. 

 

“Oh… Hehe, looks like my luck is pretty good.” 

 

Impossible! 

 

Teacher Soul’s heart skipped a beat when he saw the other party’s happy expression. However, he had 

already studied the cards. None of the current cards could perfectly remove his legendary card,[Vivian 

of Fire Code City]. 

 

That’s right! The other party must be scaring him, scaring„. 

 

“My turn!” 

 

“Summon…Legendary-level Card-[Fox-faced Witch of Sakuragi Island]!” 

 

‘me blood-red cherry blossoms fell from the card, and a red-armored witch appeared on the card. She 

held a tachi in her hand, looking cold and domineering. 

 

The path to the Yellow Springs…l’ve already turned on for you. 

 

Before Teacher Soul and the audience could react, the first Battle Roar effect was activated after the 

sound effect of the card’s appearance ended. 

 



The traveling poet waved his finger. After confirming the target, the Scarlet Armored Witch’s virtual 

avatar drew her tachi and slashed Teacher Soul eight times in a row with an extremely fast blade 

shadow. 

 

[Forbid Esoteric Skill——– 

 

What was that? 

 

He actually didn’t understand the situation and directly slapped his face? 

 

Then he clearly still had four points of health left. It was impossible to kill him at all? 

 

In the next moment. 

 

A familiar black wolf appeared behind the Scarlet Armored Witch. 

 

The second Battle Roar effect of the card was activated. 

 

‘This… This is!” Teacher Hun’s eyes widened in disbelief. 

 

(Coordinated attack, Little Black!] Summons Little Black to deal 5 damage to any target! 

 

Teacher Soul could only watch helplessly as his card hero character was pierced through by the black 

wolfs sharp claws, torn into pieces, and then exploded. 

 

The black wolf even gave him a disdainful look as if mocking him before disappearing. 

 

“Hu! That was close, but it seemed like.„l won this time!” The bard pretended to wipe his forehead. 

 

“It’s not fair! You… You’re cheating! Where did you get this card? Why didn’t I know about it?!” 



 

My Soul was anxious. She pointed at the [Fox-faced Witch Witch of Sakuragi Island] card and questioned 

it. The other players also wanted to make a scene. 

 

“Eh? Don’t you know about the fox-faced witch?” 

 

In the end, it was the bard who asked the indignant gamers around him. 

 

The Green Maple players were stunned. They knew a thing or two about the 

 

Thousand Islands, but the live broadcast had just ended, and you took out such a card. You, you… 

 

“Green Maple is a country of wind after all. No matter what happens in any corner of the world, as long 

as there is wind, the wind will naturally bring the seeds of the story to us. 

 

The bard explained with a smile. 

 

“But, but what was your last coordinated attack? Everyone knew that Little 

 

Black was a special effect exclusive to Vivian. Why would a fox-faced witch like you have soul asked 

again. 

 

The surrounding players expressed their agreement after hearing this. They had tolerated the first 

special effect of the fox-faced witch, but the second one was really.„Everyone was waiting for the bard 

to give an answer. 

 

Unfortunately. 

 

This time, the bard activated Riddler mode. 

 



“Don’t worry, I still have the second half of my previous sentence. The wind brings the seeds of the 

story, and time makes them sprout. So, let’s wait and see, hehe.” 

 

“Hey! Hey, what do you mean? Don’t leave!” 

 

I’ll accept this money for the wine. I wish everyone a happy time…Hey!” 

 

Facing the players ‘questions, the bard only picked up the money bag that belonged to him and laughed. 

 

When the players came back to their senses, they only felt a gust of wind. The bards were nowhere to 

be seen. 

 

Damn it! 

 

Many Green Maple players opened the forum one after another. They must report this terrible situation 

of NPCs cheating to the officials! 

 

At the same time, they finally realized that they could no longer just play cards every day. They had to 

start paying attention to the events happening in other countries because they might be closely related 

to the future trend and sales of cards. 

 

Naturally, the first person that the Green Maple players paid close attention to was the Fox-faced Witch 

of the Thousand Islands.. 

 


